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For our colleagues and students in the history department
at Clemson University

Preface

The starting point for this collection of articles was an international
conference on the theme of “Dynastic Loyalties” hosted by the d
 epartments
of history and political science of Clemson University, held in Greenville,
South Carolina, April 8–9, 2016. The conference, the fifth in the Royal
Studies Network’s annual “Kings and Queens” conference series, was the
first held outside of Europe (thanks are due to Ellie Woodacre for initiating the Royal Studies Network and allowing us to host the conference).
The conference offered 57 papers on topics spanning monarchies from the
Ancient World of Greece and Rome to Twentieth-Century England, and
ranged from North America to Nepal.
Since this collection appears as part of the series “Queenship and
Power,” unlike the original conference, it concentrates on the role of royal
women in issues of dynastic loyalty and disloyalty. The twelve papers in the
collection range in time from the Hellenistic period to the nineteenth
century CE. Most, but not all, deal with European dynasties.
“Kings and Queens 5: Dynastic Loyalties” was supported by the Clemson
College of Architecture, Arts, and Humanities, Clemson University’s
Office of the Vice-President for Research, and the Clemson Humanities
Advancement Board, as well as by the departments of history and political
science. It would not have been possible without the assistance of the members of those departments, history Masters students Katrina Moore and
Lauren Martiere, and the undergraduate students enrolled in Caroline
Dunn’s creative inquiry course: Alex Beaver, Jennifer Iacono, Cameron
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Weekley, Polly Goss, Haskell Ezell, and Sarah Marshall. The history department staff, Sheri Marcus Long and Jeannette Carter, were invaluable in
assisting with the conference, as were the members of the history d
 epartment
faculty.
Clemson, SC


Caroline Dunn
Elizabeth Carney
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